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«WE WELCOME THE CHANGES»

TEMATICHE:

• Origini, valori e concetti chiave che definiscono e consentono l’utilizzo del Mindset AGILE nel campo
dell’ingegneria dei sistemi, indipendentemente dal dominio del sistema;

• Mindset AGILE applicabili al campo dell’ingegneria dei sistemi;

• Modelli AGILE del ciclo di vita dell'ingegneria dei sistemi (processo di personalizzazione);

• Soluzioni e applicativi AGILE.

Il Gruppo di Lavoro "Agile Systems Engineering" (AGILE-SE) è
motivato dall’interesse di studiare gli effetti nel trasferire
l'approccio agile software engineering al mondo del systems
engineering.

OBBIETTIVO: diventare un gruppo di studio riconosciuto a
livello italiano per l’analisi, lo studio e la ricerca all’interno del
Mindset AGILE dato dalle metodologie, strumenti, toolkit e
pratiche applicabili o comunque d’ausilio ai processi
dell’ingegneria dei sistemi.
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PROMOTORI DEL GRUPPO 

Claudia Agostinelli: Senior Systems Engineer Technical Leader in contesti internazionali e multidisciplinari
nella gestione di progetti di ingegneria dei sistemi in diversi settori tecnologici (Certified Systems
Engineering Professional (CSEP), 6-Sigma Green Belt e Scrum Fundamentals Certified (SFC).

Francesco Inglima: responsabile della linea d’offerta di Processi, Metodi and Tools per il centro di
competenza di Product Design Development and System Engineering di Altran S.p.A. Competenza
interdisciplinare e traversale a tutti i settori di mercato ottenendo la certificazione CSEP e 6-Sigma Green
Belt.

Sergio Stigliano: Senior Project Manager con oltre 20 anni di esperienza professionale come Delivery e
Project Manager in contesti multidisciplinari, nazionali e internazionali con focus in diversi domini
tecnologici (Trasporti, Difesa, Spazio, High-tech Innovations&Smart technologies, Digital Services). PMI-
PMP, ITIL Service Management Foundation V3 e Scrum Fundamentals Certified (SFC), AGILE e Scaling
AGILE.

Edoardo Sivera: ingegnere elettronico con esperienze relative allo sviluppo dei sistemi elettronici e del
software nei settori Automotive. Si è occupato della definizione e della reingegnerizzazione dei processi
di sviluppo e validazione dei sistemi elettronici, del software e delle reti di comunicazione a bordo
veicolo.
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OBIETTIVI

 Overview of the main differences between the incremental lifecycle and the AGILE lifecycle in the V&V

context

 Have a global vision of Values and Principles of the AGILE Manifesto

 Understanding the AGILE mindset with focus on V&V

 Clarify key AGILE concepts

 Overview of the critical points in V&V and AGILE SE

 Establish a common terminology in the AGILE world
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LINEAR APPROACH (I.E. WATERFALL)

Testing happens 
at the end!

• Strictly enforced gated phases.

• Development cycles were generally long diligently completing one phase before moving on to
the next

• Traditional teams are focused on making sure all the specified requirements are delivered in the
final product

• Testers study the requirements documents to write their test plans and then wait for work to be
delivered to them for testing.
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WRITING “COMPLETE” REQUIREMENTS

Customer: Now that I see these built features, I realize I 
need this other feature that isn’t in the requirements 
document.

Developers: If you wanted that feature, why didn’t 
you specify it up front?

Customer: Well, I didn’t realize I needed that feature until I 
saw the product coming together.

Developers: Well, if you had thought longer and harder about the
requirements up front, you would have found that feature then
instead of now.
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AGILE REQUIREMENTS FREEDOM

Invest few time and money in the requirement definition phase.

The specifics can change continuously, avoid overinvesting in
requirements that we might later discard.
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THE NEW CHALLENGE

"If you have everything under control it means that you are going too slow"

AGILE delivery process management method:

• Time to Market.

• Speed and responsiveness.

• New solutions and techologies.

• Turning threats into opportunities.

• Motivated people.

• Cost and management overhead reduction.
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ITERATIVE AND INCREMENTAL APPROACH

• Agile teams work closely with the business and have a detailed understanding of the
requirements.

• Team focused on the value that can deliver (great deal of input into prioritizing features).

• Testers don’t sit and wait for work; they get up and look for ways to contribute throughout the
development cycle and beyond.

Testing happens 
at each increment !
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AGILE TEAM

• Decentralized, autonomous and responsible structure.

• Purpose and values clear and shared.

• Anyone can ask for and receive help. 

• The team commits to providing the highest possible business value as a team, and the team 
does whatever is needed to deliver it. 

Some folks who are new to agile perceive it
as all about speed. The fact is, it’s all about

quality—and if it’s not, we question whether
it’s really an “agile” team. 
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WHO’S AN AGILE TESTER?

… an Agile team member who drives agile testing!

• Testing expertise.

• Skills are important, but attitude counts more.

• Testers see the big picture.

• Helps the team become quality aware.

• Customer oriented.

Agile testers take a much more integrated, team-oriented approach than testers on traditional
waterfall projects. They adapt their skills and experience to the team and project.
Agile testers apply the Agile Manifesto values and principles.
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TIP OF THE ICEBERG

How do we validate the effectiveness of 

what has yet to be conceived?

How do we check for something that is 
incomplete?
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AGILE MINDSET - VALUES

While there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.

Individuals and interactions

Scientific Discoveries

Collaboration

Responding to Change

Process and Tools

Comprehensive Documentation

Contract Negotiation

Following a Plan
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AGILE MINDSET - PRINCIPLES

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software.

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change for the 
customer's competitive advantage.

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to 
the shorter timescale.

4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.

5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they need, and trust 
them to get the job done.

6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team is 
face-to-face conversation.

7. Working software is the primary measure of progress.

8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should be able to 
maintain a constant pace indefinitely.

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.

10. Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential.

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its 
behaviour accordingly.
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APPROACH VALUES AND INTERACTION ROLES

• Stakeholders, Testers and Development teams work closely together at all times.

• Team members wear many hats (avoid to classify people by specialty).

• Focus on high-quality product and business value.

• Testers are integral members of the customer team.

• One team with a common goal.

• Servant Leadership

• Adaptive V&V Process

• Quality assurance

• No strict Change Process (more flexible)

Increased productivity and team empowerment

Leadership

Testers

Developers
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WHOLE TEAM APPROACH

• Job of the whole team :

• solve problems as a team quality is everyone’s responsibility

• Don’t think of “departments,” think of the skills and resources need to deliver the best

possible product.

• Produce highquality product in a time frame that

maximizes its value to the business.

• Everyone is “test-infected”, any task might be

completed by any team member, or a pair of team

members.
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SERVANT LEADERSHIP

• Goal is to serve others

• Other people’s needs and priorities first

• Highly performance

• Removing impediments

• Coach/Mentor/Train the team

• Continuously improvement

• Coaching the rest of the organisation

• Facilitating valuable events and interactions for the team

“ The servant-leader is servant first… It begins with the 
natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first ”
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CRITICAL POINTS IN V&V AND AGILE SE

• Application of the AGILE approach to complex systems

• Participants, tests, and tools need to be adaptive.

• Quick feedback from testing.

• Critical integration.

• Resistance to change.
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WG AGILE SE AND WG IVV COLLABORATION

Common V&V practices in AGILE SE

Critical aspects

Common terminology definition

Standard

Case studies

Rules applications

Documentation

Guidelines
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CALL TO ACTION

Contatti:

• claudia.agostinelli@altran.it

• francesco.inglima@altran.it

• edoardo.sivera@altran.it

• sergio.stigliano@gmail.com

Prossimo Incontro WG AGILE SE
28 Aprile 2021 ore 17.00
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